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Bigger studio - I currently have a Tai Chi
studio in my garage that has a 10ft x 10ft usable
floor area. During the Spring or early Summer
I’m going to completely redesign the insides of
the garage and insulate it against cold weather.
I’m also going to increase the studio size to 12ft
x 16ft which will almost double the useable
space. Add to that some better décor and
lighting and hopefully it will be nearly as
awesome as I am.

Every plus has a minus, Every Yin a Yang and
the downside is that we may need to transmit
the live Zoom sessions from our lounge or the
garden whilst we are building walls and doing
stuff… Hopefully that will not be an interruption
of more than two or three weeks.

8 Move 1 Step book - The Eight Move One
Step Tai Chi Form book (ISBN 1916494463)
has been published and is available via
Amazon and other book distributors. However,
if you want a signed copy, call me on 07771 333
369 to place an order with me. The cost
including postage is £7 (cheaper than Amazon).

Video sessions - I teach live video sessions
each Tue, Wed, & Thu at 7pm and if you
subscribe to my membership site then you have
access to these sessions as well as all the
pre-recorded material on the site. However if
you would like to join in the sessions without
joining the site, this is possible on a ‘pay per
view’ basis. Contact me on 07771 333 369 for
details.

WHAT IS ‘PENG’?

One of the fundamental aspects of Tai Chi is
the concept of Peng (pronounced Pung). That’s
Peng as one of the 8 key energies of Tai Chi
rather than specifically the move that is part of
the larger move called Grasp Swallows Tail.

As with all things Tai Chi, 100 different Tai Chi
teachers will give you 100 different
explanations. So, with that said, the best way
that I can explain it is to consider a Fit Ball (a
yoga ball - one of those large soft balls you can
sit on). If you sit on a fit ball it deforms but
presses back into you (Newton’s third law).
Also, if you take your feet off the ground whilst
sitting on the ball, it is necessary to have good
balance, otherwise the ball will spin or rotate
and dump you onto the floor.

Peng energy is what you should have at any
point of contact with another person - a feeling
of relaxed positive pressure if you will. So that
anyone touching you feels that you are both
soft and solid at the same time. Further, if they
press into you, you should be able to either
push them off without using overt muscular
force or redirect their energy to negate their
ability to push or otherwise control you.

Sung which I mentioned last month and Peng
have an intricate relationship and hopefully,
when real-world meetings are back we can
explore this at normal sessions and maybe at a
weekend seminar.
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Thank you for being part of our Tai Chi ‘family’ and remember
that Tai Chi is the best gift that you can give both to yourself and

to others you care about.
Agar-Hutton Tai Chi Academy (A division of Winghigh Limited) 27 Ballantyne Road, Rushden, Northamptonshire, NN10 9FJ.

www.taichitraining.pro

Tai Chi Ball

Students of the Academy who belong to the
online membership site and participate in the
live zoom training sessions have already seen
and heard about Tai Chi Ball.

It’s a Tai Chi exercise aid that helps build fluidity
and strength. The pictures below shows four
Tai Chi balls, the wooden one which was gifted
to me by a student who had it made recently by
a local wood-turner and three metal ones which
I obtained from Amazon. The larger is a similar
size to the wooden ball and the smaller ones
which I have partially filled with sand to give
them a reasonable weight to practice with.

I’m currently practicing with both the wooden
and metal balls and trying to determine if I think
exercises with them should be added to our
curriculum. The wooden ball is expensive and
a bit too heavy, which mitigates against its use,
but the metal balls need to have a hole drilled
into them so that sand can be added and that’s
not a task that everyone can do.

At this stage, perhaps you would like to go to
YouTube and search for Tai Chi Ball videos
and see if you like the idea of learning with it. If
you do, email me and let me know and if there
is enough interest then I’ll figure out the best
way for students to get the balls and how and
when we will teach Tai Chi ball exercises.

Look closely at the two smaller balls (on the right) and you will see that I patched them with aluminium
tape. This was after I drilled a hole in each and filled them with sand,


